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Elderly couple planned 'Romeo and
Juliet suicide pact' - but husband, 89,
who survived after watching wife, 90,
die hanged himself three months later

Geoffrey and Ida Platt planned suicide and made decision to take pill overdose
Mr Platt survived the suicide attempt but his wife passed away in hospital
The grief-stricken pensioner, from Swinton, Manchester, then hanged himself 

By HARRY HOWARD FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 22:57 AEDT, 15 February 2020 | UPDATED: 23:01 AEDT, 15 February 2020

An elderly married couple who agreed to a suicide pact were a 'modern-day Romeo
and Juliet', an inquest heard.

Geoffrey, 89, and Ida Platt, 90, planned their suicide and jointly made the decision to
die before they took an overdose of pills in May last year. 

A neighbour found the couple when they spotted an open front door but Mr Platt
survived the overdose and had to watch his beloved wife of 50 years die.
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An elderly married couple who agreed to a suicide pact were a 'modern-day Romeo and Juliet',
an inquest heard. Geoffrey and Ida Platt, 89 and 90, took an overdose of pills

Struck by crippling grief, the retired water board engineer was found hanged in his
home in Swinton, Greater Manchester, three months later, in August last year.

Bolton Coroners Court heard how Geoffrey had waited for his niece and main carer,
Janet Jackson, to go on holiday in France before taking his own life.

Before she left, he spoke to her and told her he loved her before taking his own life
on July 26, the court heard.

Ms Jackson told the inquest her aunt, who was 'intelligent, artistic and creative', was
'a perfect match' for her uncle who was 'passionate and opinionated'.

She told the court the couple had travelled the world despite Mr Platt's struggles
with PTSD after suffering a mining accident in New Zealand which left him hearing
voices and suffering night terrors.

In recent years, Mrs Platt's health had deteriorated, which resulted in her having a
pacemaker fitted and undergoing operations on her eyes.
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Ms Jackson added: 'Geoff had a mission in life and it was to keep Ida alive.

'He was trying to turn back the clock and make her well again.'

The inquest heard a neighbour had spotted the Platt's front door open on the
morning of 12 May and found the couple unresponsive.

They were rushed to Salford Royal Hospital where Mrs Platt initially recovered and
was lucid enough to tell her niece she was 'angry she hadn't died'.

Ms Jackson said: 'She was very calm but angry she was still alive.

'It was a deliberate decision she made and I have no reason not to believe her.'

Mrs Platt's condition then worsened and she died in the hospital on May 18.

Mr Platt recovered from the overdose and was discharged ten days later, despite his
family and doctors pleading for him to remain under observation.

But coroner Rachel Syed said she was satisfied the right decision had been made
and Mr Platt did not meet the requirements for being sectioned.

The inquest heard how Mr Platt's care was transferred to Salford Home Based
Treatment Team, who were praised by Ms Syed for improving the widower's mood
despite the tragic circumstances.

A neighbour found the couple when they spotted an open front door but Mr Platt survived the
overdose and had to watch his beloved wife of 50 years die, an inquest at Bolton Coroner's
Court heard

But his condition worsened after he was interviewed by police officers in connection
with his wife's death, according to Edward Murdoch, who was one of his carers.

Mr Murdoch said: 'Geoff was a very proud man but after going to give his statement
it was as if he had a weight on his shoulders.

'He was unshaven, would wear the same clothes and started to drink a bit more
brandy.'
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Share or comment on this article: Elderly couple planned 'Romeo and Juliet
suicide pact' - but husband survived and hanged himself

On July 26, Mr Platt asked the carer and a doctor to leave his flat and he was later
found hanged by another member of staff, who had gone to his flat after concerns
were raised about his mental health.

A serious incident review by Dr Martin Earl, a consultant psychiatrist for Greater
Manchester Mental Health NHS Trust, found it had been 'the correct decision' to
discharge Mr Platt and the treatment team had gone 'above and beyond' with their
care.

Recording a conclusion of suicide in both cases, Ms Syed described the couple as a
'modern-day Romeo and Juliet'.

She added: 'I find the correct decisions were made and there were no missed
opportunities. This was a tragic set of circumstances in the truest sense of the word.'
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COVID-19 outbreak
  

Vanessa Hudgens
breaks cover from self-
isolation after admitting
being 'bored' amid
coronavirus pandemic
  

'Social distancing
doesn't have to be so
lonely': Dr Chris Brown
urges people to adopt
pets from shelters amid
fears 'coronavirus could
create a catastrophic
drop' in adoptions
 

EXCLUSIVE  From a
$20K designer shoe
collection to a $90K car:
Inside MAFS' Stacey
Hampton's VERY
expensive lifestyle
But how does the single
mum afford it?

'You could literally
write your CV on a Post-
It note!' Michael Goonan
asks his law graduate
'wife' Stacey Hampton
whether she's 'ever had
a job' on Married At
First Sight
 

'No party but so much
love!' Tamara
Ecclestone's daughter
Sophia has to CANCEL
sixth birthday
celebrations amid
COVID-19 crisis
 

Big Brother
contestants in Germany
set to be told about
coronavirus in a live
episode following
uproar after being kept
in the dark over
infection
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New bromance!
Married At First Sight
star Steve Burley slow
dances with Seb
Guilhaus amid rocky
relationship with 'wife'
Mishel Karen
 

EXCLUSIVE  Tom
Cruise shoots high-
octane opening scenes
for Mission: Impossible
7 as he performs stunts
on a motorbike and
drives a smoking car
 

'I'm starting to feel
sick!' Married At First
Sight fans slam Mishell
Karen and Steve Burley
for discussing 'bunions'
and 'dodgy toenails' at
dinner party
 

Cara Delevingne and
girlfriend Ashley
Benson are seen with
heavy luggage as they
head out of Los Angeles
amid coronavirus
pandemic
 

Sofia Richie shares a
flashback photo where
she poses in a skimpy
bikini... after the model
stated she does not
care what anyone
'thinks' of her
 

Kendall Jenner shows
off her itty bitty waist in
latex outfit as she
reminisces with
throwback photos
 

'Dude, control your
mum!' Married At First
Sight fans aren't fond of
Elizabeth Sobinoff's
mother after she grilled
her 'husband' Seb
Guilhaus over finances
 

'I just feel like the
spark isn't there':
Married At First Sight's
Jonethen Musulin
admits he's not
attracted to 'wife'
Connie Crayden during
explosive dinner party
 

Katy Perry has
'thought about' having
American Idol co-stars
Lionel Richie and Luke
Bryan play at her
wedding with Ryan
Seacrest officiating
 

Michael Keaton, 68,
looks cheery as he
stocks up on groceries
with his girlfriend
during rare outing
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Avatar sequels have
halted production in
New Zealand due to the
coronavirus... but the
four movies will still be
worked on in Los
Angeles
 

World Health
Organization Director-
General praises Idris
Elba for his 'brave and
powerful message' after
actor confirms he has
coronavirus
 

How Hollywood royalty
Tom Hanks and Rita
Wilson exposed the
Australian media to
COVID-19 
Chilling graphic shows the
spread of coronavirus
throughout the industry 

Reese Witherspoon
talks early days in her
career when sexism
was rampant: 'I was the
only woman on the set
and there would be 150
men'
 

She's in the money!
Rebel Wilson sells
SECOND investment
property in Sydney for
nearly $1million
 

My Kitchen Rules
judge Colin Fassnidge
reveals restaurants,
pubs and clubs across
the country 'will SHUT
DOWN this weekend for
a month' as Australia
fights coronavirus
 

Katie Holmes keeps it
cosy in a fluffy grey top
as she brushes off
coronavirus fears for a
low-key outing in New
York City
 

Coleen Rooney cuts a
casual figure in a black
hoodie as she takes
Wayne for a spin in their
flashy new $200,000
Mercedes 
 

Iggy Azalea says she
is 'that bored' under
coronavirus lockdown
she watched the movie
CATS... even though her
fans told her not to
 

Kate Beckinsale
shares sweet post after
her friends offer to bring
supplies to her mum in
these 'horrid and
uncertain times' amid
COVID-19 fears
 

Ariana Grande
obsessed fan bypases
security at her Los
Angeles house to knock
on her front door with a
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love note
 

'Less fighting over
toilet paper, and more of
this': Jackie 'O'
Henderson shares
moving post praising a
friend caring for elderly
neighbours during
coronavirus pandemic
 

Diplo reveals he's
isolated himself from
his young sons as he's
been in contact with
'hundreds of people'
since coronavirus
outbreak
 

Jennifer Lopez is
'reading scripts, online
shopping' as she self
isolates with fiance Alex
Rodriguez and her kids
amid the spread of
coronavirus
 

Vogue Williams takes
her pet pooch for a walk
in West London as she
is seen for the first time
since revealing she is
expecting a baby girl
 

Star Wars and
Jurassic World filming
is 'SUSPENDED after
Pinewood Studios send
staff home for at least a
month' amid
coronavirus pandemic
 

Harry Styles jokes
Adore You is about his
love for his pet fish as
he plays intimate
concert
 

Billie Eilish is working
on her highly-
anticipated second
album following critical
success of her first
record 
 

'Quaran-Tina Arena!'
Singer shares hilarious
meme as she urges fans
to 'stay calm and cool'
during the coronavirus
pandemic
 

EXCLUSIVE
EXCLUSIVE: Rebel
Wilson's personal
trainer reveals his
weight loss tips - and
you don't have to
sacrifice cheat days
 

Coldplay's Chris Martin
treats fans to a virtual
concert as he sings
some of his biggest hits
and plays guitar amid
the coronavirus
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pandemic
 

Married At First Sight's
Connie Crayden reveals
her 'fake' relationship
with Jonethen Musulin
is over... as she
unfollows him on
Instagram 
'I can't pretend anymore'

Jared Leto had NO
IDEA about the
coronavirus pandemic
after spending 12 days
in the desert with no
phone: 'A very different
world'
 

Britney Spears flaunts
curves in sultry snaps
as she sends out
'prayers and love' amid
the growing coronavirus
pandemic
 

Nicole Kidman shows
off her dance moves
and sings along as her
husband Keith Urban
puts on a half-hour
concert for his fans on
Instagram Live
 

PICTURED: Heidi
Klum's husband Tom
Kaulitz wears mask and
gloves while shopping
with brother Bill in LA
after testing negative for
the coronavirus
 

American Idol: Katy
Perry shares bone broth
with Luke Bryan who
wonders if she
poisoned him like
'Joffrey' from Game Of
Thrones
 

Kim Kardashian
gushes over baby
Psalm as she posts
adorable photo of the
infant amid coronavirus
self-quarantine
 

John Legend and
Katharine McPhee with
David Foster announce
free live streamed
concerts from home...
as they follow Chris
Martin and Keith
Urban's lead
 

Taylor Swift shares
cute snap of cat self-
quarantining and Ashley
Graham strolls with
newborn while
promoting social
distance as they lead
stars posting updates
 

Groovin The Moo
becomes SEVENTH
Australian music
festival to cancel its
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dates amid
coronavirus outbreak
 

'It's important that we
all remain safe and
healthy': Lenny Kravitz
POSTPONES his
Australian tour amid the
coronavirus pandemic
 

Holly Willoughby
causes hysterics with
hilarious live This
Morning gaffe after Geri
Horner offers tips on
child-friendly activities
amid coronavirus
 

EXCLUSIVE  I'm A
Celebrity's Tanya
Hennessy admits she
put back on 9kg she lost
in the jungle... as she
reveals the worst thing
about the show and it
wasn't food challenges
 

Frozen 2's Rachel
Matthews, who voiced
Honeymaren in film,
says she's tested
positive for
coronavirus: 'Unsure of
what the next step is'
 

Game of Thrones star
Emilia Clarke reveals
she was 'annoyed' that
Kit Harington's Jon
Snow 'got away with
murder' in the series
finale
 

Jarrod Woodgate and
Sam Royce finally go
public with their
relationship - as she
SLAMS her time on The
Bachelor as a 'complete
waste of time'
  

Ireland Baldwin fits in
a grocery run on her
fourth day of self-
quarantine amid
coronavirus pandemic
 

EXCLUSIVE  Married
At First Sight behind-
the-scenes photos
reveal the TRUTH about
Elizabeth Sobinoff and
Seb Guilhaus'
relationship
  

Chris Hemsworth
takes his children to an
isolated beach in Byron
Bay as they fly kites
amid the COVID-19
pandemic
  

Rebecca Judd says she
is fearful of exposing
her young children to
coronavirus when they
get their annual
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vaccines
'I don't want to take them
to our GP' 

'Our hearts go out to
those affected': The
Killers postpone ticket
sales of their Australian
tour due to the
coronavirus outbreak 
  

Bebe Rexha urges
fans to 'stay inside' as
she reveals 'friend of a
friend' died after
catching COVID-19
 

EXCLUSIVE  Martha
Kalifatidis denies
cheating on Michael
Brunelli as Jessika
Power and Ines Basic
unleash with Instagram
war
Married At First FIGHT 

EXCLUSIVE  Mama
June's daughters Anna
and Jessica show off
their $120k plastic
surgery makeovers,
gushing over their new
teeth and breast lifts
 

Coronavirus strikes
Married At First Sight:
Cathy Evans will self-
isolate for 14 days when
she returns to Australia
from a press trip in New
Zealand
  

Khloe Kardashian's
bestie Malika Haqq
announces birth of son
Ace with ex-
boyfriend O.T. Genasis
  

Home schooling,
'incessant' cleaning and
washing hands every
hour: Inside Teresa
Palmer's coronavirus
lockdown in Adelaide
with her three children
  

Pink creates a
schedule for her family
as they self-quarantine
together during
coronavirus pandemic
  

Katy Perry 'seems
more cautious' amid
coronavirus outbreak
since pregnancy... and
is 'set to postpone'
wedding to Orlando
Bloom
  

Nicki Minaj's husband
Kenneth Petty is
granted permission to
use internet as he
awaits trial for failing to
register as a sex
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offender in California 
  

'I'm pregnant!' MKR's
Ash Pollard announces
she is expecting her
first child with boyfriend
Pete Ferne
  

Married At First Sight
is caught faking
ANOTHER homestay as
KC Osborne's property
is exposed as a $300-a-
night Airbnb
  

Joel Edgerton and
girlfriend Christine
Centenera to self-isolate
for 14 days in Sydney
after returning home
from Turks And Caicos
Island 
  

George Clooney's ex
Elisabetta Canalis
stocks up as she preps
for  coronavirus self-
quarantine
  

Revealed: The jaw-
dropping amount
Married At First Sight's
Cathy Evans is set to
earn for sponsored
Instagram posts
 

Game of Thrones star
Kristofer Hivju reveals
he has tested positive
for the coronavirus
  

The Matrix 4 shuts
down production in
Berlin amid coronavirus
pandemic 
  

Daniel Craig goes
shirtless for GQ
Australia as he reveals
he's proud of his time
as James Bond ahead
of his last film No Time
to Die
  

MAFS star Ines Basic
slams Martha Kalifatidis
calling her behaviour
'disgusting and a
disgrace' in an
expletive-ridden rant 
It's war!

Rebecca Maddern is
replaced as host of
Australian Ninja Warrior
and forced to self-
isolate after Richard
Wilkins' coronavirus
diagnosis
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Kris Jenner tests
negative for
coronavirus after
attending birthday party
of Universal Music CEO
Lucian Grainge... who
recently tested positive
  

Today Extra's hosts
David Campbell and
Belinda Russell test
negative to COVID-19
and come out of self-
isolation 
'It was a long four days'

Tom Hanks' son Colin
joins fans roasting his
father for using too
much Vegemite after
actor's coronavirus
diagnosis
'I've been saying it for
years!' 

Kim Kardashian finds
a lobster on the loose
as she takes a walk in
Calabasas
  

Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle have
their sights set on a
future in California as
they start to 'create their
own life,' source tells
People
 

Megan Barton Hanson
shares a VERY raunchy
snap as she prepares to
self-isolate 
'Isolation.. but make it
cute' 

Gisele Bundchen tells
fans 'we're all in this
together' as she shows
off her perfect bikini
body in Costa Rica 
  

'If you only carry one
thing your entire life, let
it be hope': Bindi Irwin
shares an inspirational
message of hope amid
coronavirus outbreak
  

Brad Pitt is spotted
ordering food at In-N-
Out with pal Alia
Shawkat a day after
they attended a concert
 

Channel Nine psychic
Harry T claims you can
'boost your immune
system through prayer'
amid coronavirus crisis
- as viewer asks why HE
didn't see it coming
  

Lil Nas X and Megan
Thee Stallion send fans
cash to order food and
stay inside amid
coronavirus outbreak
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Sarah Hyland reveals
how she is at higher
risk for contracting
coronavirus after
undergoing kidney
transplants: 'My panic
level is pretty high' 
  

Batwoman production
assistant Amanda Smith
paralyzed from the
waist down following
accident on the show's
set in Vancouver
  

A chic Phoebe
Burgess fits in a quick
stroll and spot of
shopping before
hunkering down for self-
isolation amid the
coronavirus pandemic
 

Idris Elba urges fans
not to 'freak out' as he
confirms he has tested
positive for coronavirus
COVID-19... but is yet to
discover if wife Sabrina
has the virus
 

Claims Married At First
Sight's KC Osborne is
'smitten' with Michael
Goonan - after she
dropped a MAJOR hint
about their relationship
 

Married At First Sight's
Stacey Hampton tells
'husband' Michael
Goonan she aspires to
be a 'trophy wife'
 

Dakota Fanning makes
safety a top priority as
she steps out into LA
wearing pink latex
gloves amid
coronavirus outbreak
 

Captain America star
Chris Evans slams
President Trump in
Tweet, saying 'America
wants answers. America
wants leadership'
  

Shay Mitchell pushes
cart full of groceries as
her partner Matte Babel
tenderly holds their
baby girl Atlas
  

Kyle and Jackie O are
broadcasting from
home amid the COVID-
19 pandemic as they
self-isolate after making
contact with Richard
Wilkins' son Christian

Megan Barton Hanson
gets a boost as she
shares a sweet
message written by a
fan after admitting she's
anxious and feels 'like a
sack of s***'
'This made me smile' 
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Anna Wintour
CANCELS the Met Gala:
Star-studded event is
postponed 'indefinitely'
amid the coronavirus
pandemic 
 

Jennifer Lawrence's
frightening home break-
in ordeal: Oscar-winner
and husband 'restrain'
female intruder who
walked through
unlocked front door
hoping to meet actress
  

Louis Tomlinson is
forced to reschedule his
UK tour dates after
cancelling European
shows amid
coronavirus outbreak
  

Scarlett Johansson
and fiance Colin Jost
leave NYC for The
Hamptons... as his show
SNL 'postpones' next
three episodes due to
coronavirus
  

Jennifer Lopez is
serving up sizzling
looks to 'brighten your
day' as she launches
her new DSW shoe
collection
 

Candice Swanepoel is
a rare ray of sunshine
while modeling green
Tropic Of C bikinis in
Jamaica as the world
shuts itself in due to
coronavirus
  

'I don't like to think of
myself as a celebrity':
Niall Horan candidly
discusses how
heartbreak has
influenced his new
album and why he is
'bad' at being famous 
  

Tom Hanks' son Chet
fits in a workout at
home as he admits he's
'scared to go to the
gym' after his parents
fall ill from the
coronavirus
 

Black Chyna shows off
her sculpted face as she
tries out a nude new
make-up look
  

Kylie Jenner's ex-BFF
Jordyn Woods SHOPS
at Cartier in Abu Dhabi
as she waits for a flight
back to the United
States amid global
COVID-19 panic
  

Emily Ratajkowski and
husband Sebastian take
Colombo for a walk on
his 1st birthday: 'I can't
believe he went from 13
lbs to 80 lbs in one year'
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Jenna Dewan and
fiancé Steve Kazee take
LA family stroll in FIRST
sighting since they
welcomed son Callum
 

Coronavirus keeps
stars at home: Bella
Hadid, Sharon Stone
and Justin Bieber post
updates on how they
are passing the time
 

'Why should we
believe him?' Bette
Midler accuses Donald
Trump of lying about
testing negative for
coronavirus
 

Alec Baldwin picks up
three coffees near his
second home in the
Hamptons... after fleeing
COVID-19 infested NYC
 

Chrissy Teigen goes
makeup-free in a robe
as she frolics on a
deserted beach in
Malibu with husband
John Legend amid the
coronavirus outbreak
 

Laura Whitmore nails
casual chic in leopard
print coat and black
skinny jeans as she
departs BBC studios
  

Malin Akerman enjoys
some fresh air with her
furry friend as she takes
bundled-up hike in LA
amid coronavirus
outbreak
  

Maura Higgins steps
out in a casual black
shirt and jeans... a day
after skating partner
Alexander Demetriou
was seen leaving her
London flat
  

Kid Rock REFUSES to
close his Nashville bar
and follow the Mayor's
orders amid COVID-19
outbreak: 'The request
is unconstitutional'
 

Defiant Princess Anne,
69, dons gloves as she
arrives at an equestrian
centre in Buckingham to
carry on with her royal
duties amid the
coronavirus pandemic
Business as usual! 

Singer Thelma Plum
confirms she has been
diagnosed with
coronavirus - and slams
government for 'lack of
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action' on the disease
 

'No need to wear
clothes!' Imogen
Anthony gets pulses
racing in a skimpy pair
of bikini bottoms as she
'self-isolates' amid
coronavirus pandemic
 

Married At First Sight
star Connie Crayden
grills Jonethen Musulin
over 'no sex' at the next
dinner party - as the
couples face tough
'feedback week' on the
series
 

Australian Survivor:
All Stars host Jonathan
LaPaglia will only
appear in season finale
via VIDEO LINK from the
US due to coronavirus -
with Osher Gunsberg
taking his place
 

Meditation, essential
oil diffusers and
immunity boosting
blueberries: Rachael
Finch shares her tips on
'staying healthy in these
crazy times' amid the
coronavirus pandemic
 

Australian Survivor's
Jacqui Patterson
reveals she's
undergoing surgery for
cancerous tumour next
week - after her shock
elimination from the
show
 

Gigi Hadid is
interviewed by Taylor
Swift for Harper's
Bazaar as she asks
about facing problems
head on: 'Being honest
always leads to
something good'
 

'Just a pic of me self-
isolating': Jack Vidgen
reminds fans to 'wash
your hands' as he strips
off for a risqué selfie
amid the coronavirus
pandemic
 

Married At First Sight
fans call time on Mishel
Karen's relationship
with 'husband' Steve
Burley as he blatantly
REFUSES to share a
bed with her
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MORE DON'T MISS
'It's more than a ring':

Elizabeth Sobinoff
convinces 'husband'
Seb Guilhaus to get a
tattoo to prove his
commitment to her on
Married At First Sight...
and he chooses #MAFS
 

Coronation Street star
and comedian Roy
Hudd dies aged 83 with
his wife Debbie at his
side
 

Charlotte Church
reveals she is pregnant:
Mother of two is
expecting her first child
with husband Jonathan
Powell 
 

Caroline Flack's
mother reveals star's
funeral was held in a
forest near her
childhood home as she
thanks 200 friends who
travelled from across
the world
 

That's cheeky! Former
Married At First Sight
star Michael Brunelli
massages girlfriend
Martha Kalifatidis'
derrière after applying a
gold BUTT MASK
 

Ayda Field says she's
social distancing from
husband Robbie
Williams after his
Australia trip... as she
shares clip of him in the
grounds of their LA
mansion
 

'That one really hurt
more than others':
Westworld star Luke
Hemsworth reveals the
one unsuccessful
audition that could have
changed his career
 

'It's just the two of us':
Scott Tweedie shares
his life on 'lockdown' in
NYC - as Pop of the
Morning and E! News go
on hiatus amid
coronavirus pandemic
 

Living the Australian
dream! Chris
Hemsworth's wife Elsa
Pataky, 43, shows off
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her toned figure as she
takes their children
surfing in Byron Bay
  

EXCLUSIVE  Rita Ora
hits Miami beach to
shoot her glam new
collection with
Deichmann as she
reveals her style
inspiration is herself 
 

Married At First Sight
cast are 'furious' as it's
claimed Cathy Evans'
best friend is a
PRODUCER on the
show - and repeat bride
Elizabeth Sobinoff was
fed lines
 

Kyle Sandilands and
Jackie 'O' Henderson
fear they have COVID-19
after chatting to
Christian Wilkins... but
they're still in the studio
 

Is this his biggest role
yet? MAFS star Seb
Guilhaus EXPOSED as
an actor as his 'friend'
reveals his biggest goal
in life was to star on
Home and Away
 

'My last techno set for
a while': International
DJ Carl Cox hugs fans
as he arrives in
Melbourne before
heading to two weeks of
quarantine to prevent
spread of coronavirus
 

Bond girl Olga
Kurylenko confirms she
has coronavirus and
urges fans on
Instagram: 'Take care of
yourself and do take
this seriously!'
 

Newly-single Michael
Clarke looks relaxed as
he leaves the gym in
Rose Bay after his split
from wife Kyly
 

Westworld star John
Gallagher Jr. claps back
at a fan who BASHED
his performance in the
Season 3 premiere: 'It's
incredibly rude!'
 

Sunrise host Sam
Armytage is 'worried
she'll get coronavirus
and is 'taking a few
weeks off work' as she
recovers from a
respiratory infection
  

Khloe Kardashian
cuddles with daughter
True in matching light
pink pajamas... while
practicing social
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distancing to curb
spread of coronavirus
 

Hilary Duff SLAMS
'millennial a**holes' for
still going out partying
amid social distancing
recommendation for
COVID-19
 

MAFS' Cathy Evans
'embarrassed' by
promiscuous antics of
her co-stars after THAT
girl-code pact was
broken
'Why can't they keep their
legs closed?' 

PICTURED: Pitch
Perfect's Brittany Snow
marries realtor Tyler
Stanaland in romantic
low-key ceremony at
Malibu vineyard
 

The Backstreet Boys
greet fans at Sao Paolo
airport in Brazil after
canceling concert due
to coronavirus
pandemic
 

MAFS' Elizabeth
Sobinoff is 'appalled'
she 'aggressively'
launched herself across
a table at Hayley Vernon
at a 'hectic' girl's night
out in Sydney
'I absolutely lost it'

EXCLUSIVE  PICTURE
EXCLUSIVE: MAFS'
Aleks Markovic and Ivan
Sarakula kiss MONTHS
after quitting show -
proving they're back
together
  

Studio 10 host Angela
Bishop, 52, goes into
self-isolation while
awaiting the results of
her coronavirus test
after contact with
Richard Wilkins
 

Richard Wilkins fights
back tears as he admits
feeling 'guilty' over his
coronavirus diagnosis 
'All I want to do is hug my
children' 

EXCLUSIVE  The
Bachelor's Monique
Morley reveals every
Instagram model's
worst nightmare amid
the coronavirus travel
lockdown 
 

'They wanted to make
me stay': MAFS'
Jonethen Musulin
claims producers
persuaded him to sign a
secret contract after
threatening to leave
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-8115097/Richard-Wilkins-fights-tears-admits-feeling-guilty-coronavirus-diagnosis.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-8115245/The-Bachelor-Monique-Morley-lands-Sydney-ahead-14-day-self-isolation.html
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EXCLUSIVE  MAFS'
Cathy Evans hits out at
Josh Pihlak and his
mother for bullying -
and refuses to be
friends after the show
'It was way more
traumatic in person' 

The Voice Australia
HALTS production:
Popular singing show
becomes the latest TV
industry casualty amid
the coronavirus
pandemic
  

Reese Witherspoon
tells Ellen DeGeneres
about scoring bubbly
from Jay-Z and Beyonce
at Golden Globes: 'They
bring the good stuff'
 

Lizzo shows some
skin in a blue bikini as
she leads a
choreographed dance to
MC Hammer at a pool
party... after leading
Instagram meditation 
 

Big Brother cast are
unaware of the global
coronavirus pandemic
as they've been in
lockdown for weeks
Not in touch with reality  

Hi-5 star Charli
Robinson announces
pregnancy after routine
blood test revealed she
was expecting another
daughter with fiancé
Liam Talbot
  

Toni Collette to self-
isolate for 14 days as
she jets into Sydney
Airport wearing a
surgical mask amid the
government's new rules
for international arrivals
  

Richard Wilkins opens
up on 'bizarre'
coronavirus diagnosis
after meeting Tom
Hanks' wife Rita Wilson
- as Today cast goes
into self-quarantine
 

Demi Lovato wears
black face mask and
disposable gloves as
she picks up supplies at
grocery store in LA
amid coronavirus crisis
  

Alessandra Ambrosio
flaunts supermodel
figure in workout gear
as she keeps her
exercise routine going
  

Amber Heard is stylish
in beige coat and
checkered skirt as she
goes grocery shopping
with her dad in Los
Angeles
  

Kaia Gerber dons
rubber gloves for
grocery shopping with
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-8115055/Actress-Toni-Collette-self-isolate-14-days-jets-Sydney-Airport-wearing-mask.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8114001/Richard-Wilkins-65-opens-coronavirus-diagnosis-meeting-Tom-Hanks-wife-Rita-Wilson.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-8115705/Demi-Lovato-wears-black-face-mask-disposable-gloves-picks-supplies-grocery-store.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-8115335/Alessandra-Ambrosio-flaunts-supermodel-figure-workout-gear-LA.html
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Cara Delevingne and
Ashley Benson in LA
amid coronavirus
pandemic
  

David and Victoria
Beckham put on a
romantic display on a
family day out to the
new home of his Miami
football team
  

'It's not a crime... the
other stuff I was doing
probably was': Married
At First Sight's Michael
Goonan makes a bizarre
confession about his
behaviour
  

Olivia Culpo declares
herself 'MVP' as she
sips champagne on a
private plane with sister
and NFL star boyfriend
Christian McCaffrey
amid soaring
coronavirus concerns
  

Nine to be selective of
which Married At First
Sight stars 'sucking up'
to producers for Logie
invites will attend 
After last year's
'elbowgate' saga

Naomi Campbell wears
protective gloves as she
brings baby godson to
pier ...after going viral
with THAT hazmat suit
airport look
  

Why Josh Pihlak
REALLY had a black eye
on Married At First
Sight: Groom offers a
bizarre explanation for
his mystery bruise 
Mystery solved            

'It's all very amicable':
Richard Wilkins splits
from girlfriend Virginia
Burmeister after two
years - as he reveals
'bizarre' coronavirus
diagnosis
 

Ana de Armas goes
business casual with
dog as she takes new
boyfriend Ben Affleck's
Mercedes to a meeting
in LA... after gushing
about his 'infinite' talent
  

Cancer-stricken Olivia
Newton-John WASN'T
exposed to coronavirus
last week because her
interview with Today's
Richard Wilkins was
actually filmed in 2018
 

Lady Gaga calls for
unity and kindness in
social media post after
announcing she's self-
quarantining with her
dogs as coronavirus
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-8115495/Naomi-Campbell-wears-protective-gloves-brings-baby-godson-stroller-outing-pier.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-8114775/Married-Sight-Josh-Pihlak-bizarre-explanation-mystery-black-eye.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-8114689/Richard-Wilkins-splits-girlfriend-Virginia-Burmeister-two-years-dating.html
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pandemic worsens
  

Love Island's Hannah
Elizabeth celebrates her
30 birthday in style as
she steps out in a busty
pink sequined
minidress... four months
after welcoming son
  

Fitzy and Wippa are in
self-isolation and
undergoing tests for
COVID-19 after Richard
Wilkins appeared on
their show before his
coronavirus diagnosis
 

DWTS in COVID-19
lockdown: Christian
Wilkins puts cast at risk
of because he didn't
learn of father's
diagnosis until AFTER
Sunday's live episode
 

Jennifer Lopez shows
off sculpted midriff as
she models rose
leggings on casual
outing with Alex
Rodriguez
  

Kate Hudson looks
fabulous in black active
wear as she enjoys a
Sunday bicycle ride
with Danny Fujikawa
  

Joaquin Phoenix
accepts hand sanitizer
from fiancee Rooney
Mara as the pair hit up a
gas station amid the
coronavirus pandemic
  

Ashley Graham
advocates for mental
health as she self-
quarantines with
husband Justin Ervin
and newborn son Isaac
  

MAFS preview shows
the explosive moment
Vanessa Romito returns
and reveals she has
VIDEO PROOF that
Michael Goonan kissed
Hayley Vernon
 

Dixie Chicks weigh-in
on being among the first
targets of cancel culture
and reasons behind
their 14 year hiatus from
releasing new music
   

Newly reformed JLS
admit having children
has made their
comeback extra
special... and reveal
they want them onstage
during tour
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Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle are
'fearful' of their future
and their new post-
Megxit life will 'take
some getting used to',
royal expert claims
 

'This was written 40
years ago. Freaky!'
Nadia Bartel shares
eerily prophetic book
which some believe
predicted coronavirus
 

Emily Ratajkowski
bundles up in black
denim and blue sweats
as she steps out for
supplies with husband
Sebastian Bear-McClard
and dog Colombo 
  

Ariana Grande urges
younger fans to social
distance amid COVID-19
spread: 'Your hip hop
yoga class can wait'
  

Ewan McGregor rocks
streetwear chic look as
he packs on PDA with
girlfriend Mary Elizabeth
Winstead in NYC... amid
coronavirus pandemic
 

Maura Higgins
suggests she's moved
on from Curtis Pritchard
by sharing a photo of a
shirtless man raiding
her fridge... after being
linked with skating pro
Alexander Demetriou
  

Meghan Markle's
estranged brother calls
on duchess to let her
father fulfill his 'dying
wish' of meeting Archie
- and predicts 'divorce
is on the cards'
 

Jade Thirlwall reveals
Little Mix were 'f****d
over' when they split
from Simon Cowell's
record label so they
could record female
empowerment album
  

Ben Affleck pledges
donations to Feeding
America organization to
help 'vulnerable'
children who are losing
meals amid coronavirus
outbreak 
 

Khloe Kardashian
dares Kim, Kourtney
and Kris Jenner to make
new friends during Napa
wine tour in hilarious
new KUWTK promo
 

Matthew Perry on
Friends costar
Courteney Cox's
quarantine dancing
TikTok video: 'Hi honey,
what the hell just
happened?'
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-8115307/Ewan-McGregor-rocks-streetwear-chic-look-packs-PDA-girlfriend-Mary-Elizabeth-Winstead.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-8114931/Maura-Higgins-moved-split-Curtis-Pritchard-shares-cheeky-snap-mystery-man.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-8113967/Meghan-Markles-estranged-brother-urges-high-horse-let-dad-meet-Archie.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-8115035/Jade-Thirlwall-reveals-Little-Mix-f-d-split-Simon-Cowell.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-8114577/Ben-Affleck-pledges-donations-help-vulnerable-children-affected-coronavirus-outbreak.html
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Lydia Bright admits
she 'freaked out' after
going into early labour
with daughter Loretta
Rose... as star admits
she returned to work
two WEEKS later
  

'Pregnant' Sophie
Turner and Joe Jonas
aren't messing around
as they wear masks and
gloves amid
coronavirus outbreak 
 

'Bonking the living
daylights out of each
other doesn't make a
relationship strong':
MAFS fans reveal the
REAL reason Josh
Pihlak and Cathy Evans
split up
 

Jennifer Lopez looks
effortlessly chic in a
Chanel trouser suit as
she enjoys a romantic
dinner with fiancé Alex
Rodriguez in West
Hollywood 
 

Fans mock Tom Hanks
for his VERY liberal use
of Vegemite as he
recovers from
coronavirus in Gold
Coast hospital
 

House Rules: High
Stakes stars reveal new
season will see
contestants face the
most 'pressure-filled'
challenges in the
renovation show's
history
 

Harry Styles reflects
on stripping off for his
new album - and says
he only took ONE photo
completely naked
 

Brittany Snow is
married! Pitch Perfect
star ties the knot with
handsome real estate
agent Tyler Stanaland
during romantic Malibu
ceremony
 

Today's headlines Most Read
Britain's youngest victim is named as
father-of-two, 45, who had been
diagnosed with motor neurone disease...
Chancellor Rishi Sunak unveils £330BILLION
coronavirus bailout: Government to offer
businesses loans up to...

20,000 could die, says government as UK
coronavirus deaths increase by SIXTEEN
to 71 - including Britain's...
Amazon bans UK sellers from stocking and
shipping non-essential items as it prioritises
food, baby products...

McDonald's announces it will close
seating areas and switch to only take-
aways and drive-thrus as Tesco...
PM stands by plans not to shut schools yet
but insists that if they do 'plans are ready to
go' to help...

Women are told NOT to have IVF amid
coronavirus outbreak over fears the bug
causes them to give birth...
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'Do you take responsibility for the actions
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